
 
Staff Report 

 
 

DATE: September 14, 2022 
FILE: 5400-20 

TO: Chair and Directors 
 Electoral Areas Services Committee  
 
FROM: Russell Dyson 
 Chief Administrative Officer 
 
RE: Macaulay Road Alternative Access 
  

 
Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to provide a status update on the Macaulay Road access issue and seek 
direction on maintaining an advocacy role.  
 
Recommendation from the Chief Administrative Officer: 
THAT the Comox Valley Regional District Board send a letter to the Ministry of Transportation 
and Infrastructure requesting them to undertake and lead a review of the road network in the 
Macaulay area, with a focus on safety, mobility and reliability including secondary connectivity and 
active transportation, and subsequently consider implementation opportunities based on the findings 
of the review; 
 
AND FURTHER THAT no further study work be pursued by Comox Valley Regional District on 
this matter at this time.  
 
Executive Summary 
The creation of the road network in the Macaulay area is primarily a result of historic Provincial 
Approving Officer subdivision approvals. At the September 20, 2021 Electoral Areas Services 
Committee (EASC) meeting, Macaulay Road and Area Neighbourhood Association (MRANA) 
provided a presentation introducing their new neighbourhood association and shared their concerns 
regarding road access. MRANA expressed they were looking for support on how to move their 
concerns and requests forward. The following recommendation was adopted:  
 

“THAT staff prepare a report for the Electoral Areas Services Committee regarding 
options to support the Macaulay Road and Area Neighbourhood Association to identify 
emergency access and egress routes along the Macaulay Road corridor.” 

 
At the November 8, 2021 EASC meeting a follow up report was provided and identified the Comox 
Valley Emergency Program (CVEP) as the lead for subsequent work on this issue. The following 
recommendation was approved:  
 

“THAT staff work with the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (MoTI) to 
develop the terms of reference and costs to complete a report to identify future 
alternative public access for Macaulay Road for consideration in the 2022-2026 budget 
planning process.” 

 
A Terms of Reference was developed between CVEP and MoTI to outline the process and 
responsibilities for completing a study and the 2022 – 2026 financial plan for function 153, Electoral 
Area C feasibility studies service, budgeted $25,000 for this work.  

Supported by Russell Dyson  
Chief Administrative Officer 

 
R. Dyson 
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Comox Valley Regional District 

Staff from the CVEP have confirmed that the Comox Valley Regional District (CVRD) already has 
emergency evacuation routes and guidelines in place for the Macaulay/ Oyster River areas and that 
no further work is required for emergency access. It is also understood that road safety concerns on 
the existing road are being addressed by MoTI and MRANA in a stand-alone process.  
 
Bylaw No. 337, being the “Rural Comox Valley Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 337, 2014”, 
includes the following related transportation policies:  

23.(1) Review all new development proposals to assess the emergency access design. 
 In general, new multi-lot residential and commercial development should have 
 two separate and unobstructed accesses. 

23(2) In partnership with MoTI, make efforts to provide secondary access to 
 Macaulay Road through any new development or subdivision. 

 
Staff from Planning and Development Services met with the MoTI to further consider the matter as 
MoTI have sole jurisdiction over roads in the electoral areas. MoTI’s position continues to be that 
creation of a new roadway would only be undertaken if warranted due to new development and 
established through the subdivision process. The Regional Growth Strategy and Official Community 
Plan designate the area as primarily agricultural (in accordance with the boundaries of the 
Agricultural Land Reserve) with some pockets of rural settlement area. Approximately, 1.75km of 
the 13km roadway is designated as part of the Saratoga Settlement Node (lands on the easterly side 
of MacAulay Road between Hamm Road to just past Tammy Road). New development, at a density 
that would trigger MoTI’s threshold for new road construction, is not forecasted in the Macaulay 
Road area.  
 
MoTI planning guidelines1 do suggest that MoTI can undertake new roadway projects where there is 
a safety, mobility or reliability issue identified. In the absence of CVRD jurisdiction (including a 
service to develop and maintain roadways) and a level of projected development that would 
otherwise prompt new road construction, it is recommended that the CVRD not pursue a study as 
previously directed and contemplated within the terms of reference.  Rather, it is suggested that 
CVRD continue to pursue an advocacy role, consistent with the above-noted OCP policies, and 
send a letter to MoTI requesting that the Ministry lead and undertake a review of the road network 
in the Macaulay area, with a focus on safety, mobility and reliability including secondary connectivity 
and active transportation, and subsequently to consider implementation opportunities based on the 
findings of their review.  
 
As MoTI is the road authority in the electoral areas, they are the agency that is qualified and 
resourced to undertake road network planning. CVRD does not have an applicable service and if the 
CVRD assumes the responsibility for road network planning it could be precedent setting and result 
in an expectation of the public and senior government that the CVRD will pursue similar initiatives 
throughout the electoral areas where the legacy of subdivision has created many single road access 
neighbourhoods.  
 
Prepared by:    Concurrence: 

M. Zbarsky   A. Mullaly 
    
Michael Zbarsky   Alana Mullaly 
Manger of Transit and Facilities   General Manager of Planning 

and Development Services 
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Comox Valley Regional District 

Government and Community Interests Distribution (Upon Agenda Publication) 
Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure (Kellen Truant)  
Macaulay Road Residents Association (Catherine Davidson)  

 

 

1 https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/driving-and-transportation/transportation-
infrastructure/planning/guidelines/overview-planning-transportation.pdf 
 

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/driving-and-transportation/transportation-infrastructure/planning/guidelines/overview-planning-transportation.pdf
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/driving-and-transportation/transportation-infrastructure/planning/guidelines/overview-planning-transportation.pdf
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